
Date & Title: 25th May Sandown 5f National stakes 

4.25 Chagatai, Frozen Angel, Haddaf, Sound & Silence 

3.75 Havana Grey 
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Preview – Very hard to know the value of Frozen Angel’s win over Corinthia Knight at Ascot who has 

been overhyped for beating trees; despite this it still seems good form. Sound And Silence is a bigger 

stronger model but is a little bit awkwardly put together. I really would not like to hazard a guess as I 

can rule none of them out.  

Havana Grey review – A tale of the draw, as often happens over 5f at Sandown, playing the major 

role. Difficult race to sort out in advance as they all looked well and ready. My lingering thought that 

S & S is a bit awkwardly made confirmed. A common type who just looks a bit inflexible in the loin 

linkage from rib cage to buttocks. I expect there is a name for this type but I have yet to discover it. 

The winner was unimpeded and the others all got in each others way at various stages. 



 

Havana Grey – Efficiently made, compact, looking very fit. Bounced out on the rail and made all 

keeping on well. 84 



 

Frozen Angel – Well questions have been answered as to why he was taken to Newmarket, he is a 

good one. Jumped ok but does not quite have the early speed of some of these. Outpaced during the 

race and bumped late. Slightly more sprint shaped than Havana Grey with a bigger back end. Better 

over 6f? 85 



 

Haddaf – The 75 given on debut as thought at the time was a bit light. The unluckiest horse in the 

race. Taken wide by S & S early then hampered as he made his run. 85 



 

Sound And Silence – Similar type to Haddaf, heavier than the first two. Maybe not quite the 

athleticism due to make up. 82 



 

Chagatai – Perhaps a bit lighter made than the others without quite the sprint back end. Speedy but 

too green to do himself justice and caused a lot of the trouble that held the others back. 78 

Prior race notes 

Sound And Silence – Medium size. Strongly made well-built type, a bit downhill and looked to be 

carrying plenty of condition. Enough to lead me into thinking he would need the run and that Charlie 

Appleby was not going to have them ready fto. In the event like Said Bin Suroor’s early debuts last 

year there is an underlying level of fitness and/or class that enables them to beat an averagish field 

of lesser types. 84 

Frozen Angel – Chunky small grey, green, not fit enough, downhill at the front, difficult to see why he 

should be schlepped to Newmarket for a debut. Still a likeable type who should come on a bundle 

for the run. Maybe a prep for Chester if he has any speed, not really show enough here though, why 

else bring him to Newmarket?  

 

Haddaf – My paddock comments were, fat, not ready, heavy horse, not fit, so to see him up there 

throwing it down to the winner was a surprise. Medium size but very heavily built. Depth right 

through but simply looked 2 races away from competitive. Clearly an ok type with a good attitude. 

Tempted to give him 75 which is probably a bit light given his room for improvement. 

 


